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"It takes a great deal of bravery to stand up to our enemies, but just as much to stand up to
our friends."
The farewell was arranged and hosted on the E-meeting platform Zoom and was streamed
live on YouTube. The event was remarkably planned and brought into successful action by
Ms. Kanta Malik under the supervision of Dr. Supriya Madan, Dean VSIT. Each gesture and
way of carrying things throughout the event went strategically smooth thus, reflecting the
hard work of the avid team. The farewell was scheduled to start at sharp 3 P.M. with a
heartfelt welcome by the masters of ceremony for the event Kushagra and Navya.
On a smooth curve, it was followed by a dulcet and adorning performance on Ganesh
Vandana by Jaya Bisht. It was indeed very beautiful for an event to begin with the blessings
of Lord Ganesha.

We had Swasti, Srishti, Richa and Keshav who came under the spotlight and performed
miracles with their majestic vocals and presented a pinch of beautiful songs in their
mesmerizing voice which made a gold alarm amongst the audience making the event even
more captivating.

A farewell seems to be incomplete without going back and peeping into your past filled
memories with friends and classrooms. A video depicting the entire journey of the passing
out batch was played with a soothing song in the background that made everyone's heart a
little heavy but happier.

Messages from the Teachers and Students
After the video of the passing out students, Navya, the host for the day, introduced a thread
of messages from the faculties. They addressed the students and wished them more bright
years and blessed them for a prosperous and generous future that lies ahead to them.

Up next was the moment for seniors who took the screen and shared their sweet-sour, fun
and memorable experiences and memories of their college days and all those instances which
have left an eternal remembrance of the college.

Dance Performance
No day is complete with a dance, it's a passion, it's deep-rooted into every human and dance
makes the spirit feel alive. The event was further augmented by filler which was a meticulous
dance performance. Manav rocked the screens with his solo but electrifying moves giving a
jaw-dropping performance and made the audience lose themselves in the beats.

Message from the Dean
After all these sweet little signs, there was still a lot more underway. The Dean(VSIT), Dr.
Supriya Madan enlightened the vibrant audience with her tender message and motivated
them by wishing them all the best for their future life endeavours.

Titles and Group Photo
What makes a farewell more cinematic and a moment of joy and happiness is giving away the
respective titles which students had been deciding so eagerly. The titles were tremendous
with some being goofy enough and a few being charming. They suited and were so
appropriate to each of them.

Soon after the titles were disclosed, a group picture of all the active students on the platform
was taken and it was historical in its way.

Vote of Thanks
Right after all the pictures were taken and performances were done, we finally came to an
end of the bridge where the roads were diverging ahead but before that, a vote of thanks was
given by the masters of ceremony. It was then that the students were asked to come and
share their part of valuable time, those fragments of college-made memories, all those
friends, classroom stories, bonds with faculties. It was so nice to watch their efforts and they
even showed their gratitude towards the organising committee which was behind this Efarewell.

A little up with a few downs, some bitter but most of it was something people will carry safely
in their heart. Everyone seemed happy, it was all fun but there is a new road they have to
travel now and they'll know what unfolds next in their life.
The E-farewell finally came to an end with a bright smile on everyone's face. It was a
successful event with the support of hard-working student coordinators of BCA second year.
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